Pedestal Floral Artist Index  (G indicates gallery location.)

G200
Christine Gepp
Pamela Marie
Brenda Susna
Yoko Toda

G201
Sue Bagge and Chad Bagge
Barbara Kennedy

G203
Heidi Aslesen and
Wendy Omland
Kathryn Malody and
James Malody

G205
Becky Haaf

G206
Amy Chapman
Jamie Manning and
Connie Pyatt (vase)

G208
JoAnn Hall and Phyllis Andrews

G210
Rita Gindt-Marvig
Yasuko MacNabb
Barbara Proeschel and
Kari Jaksha
Violet Wilson

G211
Kathleen Hedstrom, Nancy
Jacobs and Stacy Revard
Dolinka Kate Lee

G212
Ron Paine

G213
Debra Kammerer
Rebecca Wilson and Heidi Ott

G214
Paul Sternberg

G215
Denese Erickson
Leah Hedman
Kristen McWilliams and
Phil McWilliams

G217
Carla Jefferson, Bonnie Hector,
Deborah Nedden, and Debra
Carpenter

G218
Terri Ristow

G219
Deborah Rodgers

G220
Noriko Ishida
Mary Yee

G221
Tatiana (Borg) Allen

G222
Patrick Stahl

G223
Annette Lise Whitescarver
Carol Lui

G224
Karen Yngve
G226
Paula A Allan and Abbi A Allan
Adelle Morris
G227
Namrata Damle and
Radhika Damle
Barbara Foss and Timothy Foss
(pottery)
G230
Britta Wilson
G236
Barbaro Kuzelka and
Kate Sobraske
Cindy Soule
G241
Lori Lippert
Dawn J. Renner
G242
Robin Brown, Patty Flowers,
and David Brown
G243
Wendy Lutter and
Paige Lutter Bosler
Micky Paine
G250
Letti Delk
Cherry Merryweather
Kathleen Moccio
Mareth Sullivan
G255
Katherine Enge
Perry McGowan and
Zuzana Menzlova
G 256
Jodie Rodne
Sarah Wall-Hauri
G259
Diane Enge
G260
Stefanie Levi, Atzin Dávila
Luinenburg, and Izel Dávila
Luinenburg
G261
Kathleen “Kat” Hanson
Nadine Ronning, Mary Bona,
and Sally Perovich
G300
Georgia Edgington
Cindy Snowberg
G305
Michele Darveaux
G306
Annette Korolchuk and
Andrew Korolchuk
Mary Ellen Elliott

G307
Judy Ring and Sarah Crowe
L.M. Kucher
G308
Sharon Sampon and
Heather Wulfsberg
G309
Elizabeth M. Franklin, Celeste
Schumacher, Charles
Schumacher and Mara
Schumacher
Claire Roberts
G310
Jane Doyle and Kimm Schneider
Amy Houle
Beverly Munson
Shelley Schmokel
G311
Jenny Hindbjorgren
Sandy Swanson and
Georgia Heisserer
G312
Ronald Kvaas, Beth Oelke,
Vatsala Menon and Wendy
Lucas
Kristin Langerud and
Mary Langerud
G313
Ally A. Anthony
Lucy Lee
G314
Krisi Gauvin and
Merodie Peterson
Jeremy Gavard
G315
Phyllis Andrews and Nancy Rand
Meg Hillary
Ann Mekala
G319
Madison Feather
Sonia Tuduri
G323
Lauren Inserver
Barbara Kramer
Mary Mulvehill
G330
Lauryn Magwaro
Gail Mengelkoch
Debra Page
G340
Jill Risser
Erick Wiger
G341
Laurel Manoles, Erin Manoles,
and Caryl Manoles
G342
Janice Swanson
Marylou Theisen
G343
Mary Bejblik
Dixie Nelson and Nancy McNee

G350
Mary Kay Herman
Jenae Murphy
Jessica Tomaselli
Jerry Voci
G351
Audrey Busch
Dennis Kelner
Amanda Luke
G354
Tara McCarthy
G355
Lisa Berg
Rachael Finglovsky
Linda Leraas Ray
G357
Gabi May, Max May and
Sadie Whiteis
Carol Michalicek and Sally
Howell Johnson
G367
Mary Ann Morgan
G369
Christy J. Campbell and
Madeline Campbell
G371
Melanie Harer
Lisa Hirst Cane and
Susan Ketcham
Shayla Petersen
G374
Thea Adams
Merrie Marinovich, Karen
Marinovich and Michael
Marinovich
Ceallaigh Smart and
Karin Farrington
G375
Karla Newman
Mayumi Redin
G376
Karen Cadigan and Lee Cadigan
Beth Dietz and Kris Gendreau
Amy Kubas
G377
Barbara Belknap
Beth Brown and Katie Freeman
Amy Strodi and Jamie Carl
G378
Melanie Bolson
Richard Raiche
G379
Heather Hauta
Holly McDougall and
Kristen McDougall
Ruth Thompson-Klabunde
COMMERCIAL FLORAL ARTISTS INTERPRETING ART IN BLOOM’S SIGNATURE ARTWORK:
MANCHU WOMAN’S UNOFFICIAL INFORMAL SUMMER ROBE

Third Avenue Entrance (exterior)
Koehler & Dramm
Institute of Floristry

Third Avenue Entrance (interior)
Richfield Flowers & Events

Museum Lobby
Arts & Flowers Design Studio
Bachman’s
Best Wishes Floral

Agra Culture Café
Aimee Weber Floral Design

G200
Fleurs de Lee
Everflora Twin Cities
A Precious Petals Florist

G227
Bachman’s
Seasonal Entrance (Exterior)
Como Park Zoo & Conservatory

G235
Bachman’s
G280
Ergo Floral
G300
Len Busch Roses
G305
Studio Louise Flowers

Seasonal Entrance (Interior)
Bachman’s

G363
Flower Happy Hour
Moonflower Design Studios

G380
Petals to Pines Floral at 101 Market
G380 Restrooms
Watershed Design Group, LLC and Girl in My Garden

Lead Sponsor:
Bachman’s

Major Sponsors:
STIFEL
Institutional Services Since 1850
Artful Living

Generous Sponsors:
GALLERIA

For more information about this weekend’s events, and to read about each florist’s inspiration, scan this QR code: